The Lowest Cost Static Eliminator Available

Proven through decades of success to be the most effective low cost, low maintenance passive static electricity eliminator available. TAKK Anti-Static Tinsel is constructed of high quality 100% copper. The core is made of copper wire to ensure positive grounding and strength and the fine, sharply pointed copper strands provide greater static elimination.

- Highly conductive copper strands are interspersed to maximize effectiveness—but not so dense as to easily collect dust and particles
- Resists breakage, matting and shedding
- Self-energizing, induction type (no power needed) static eliminator; Does not spark or cause sparks—can be used in hazardous conditions
- Effectiveness increases as static increases
- O.E.M. availability—standard, custom or unique requirements; consult factory

#5020: 1.25 inch diameter Copper Tinsel in two 36 foot coils (total 72 foot)
#5027: 1.25 inch diameter Copper Tinsel in 504 foot reel
  (Allows tinsel to be conveniently stored close to production machinery; ideal for applications that require long lengths)
#5023: Attachment Kit – 20 pcs extension springs and 40 pcs attachment terminals
#5024: Deluxe Attachment Kit – same as #5023 with addition of hand crimping tool
#5025: Ring Terminal Pack – 100 pcs; #6 stud size

Custom pre-cut lengths and specially designed fastening and grounding accessories available for custom static solutions.

VISIT WWW.STATICTINSEL.COM FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Tinsel Specifications

#5020
1.25” dia. 100% Copper Tinsel in two 36 foot coils (total 72’)

**BOX SPECIFICATIONS:** Each box contains 72 ft. of tinsel consisting of two 36 ft. coils

**DIMENSIONS:**
8.5” (L) x 8.5” (W) x 3” (D)
(215 mm x 215 mm x 76.2 mm)

**WEIGHT:** 9.25 oz. / (0.262 Kg.)

**MASTER CARTON SPECIFICATIONS:**
Each carton contains 12 individual boxes as described above; 864 ft. of tinsel

**DIMENSIONS:**
19.5” (L) x 9.125” (W) x 18.5” (H)
(496 mm x 232 mm x 470 mm)

**WEIGHT:** 7.5 lbs / (3.40 Kg.)

#5027
1.25” dia. 100% Copper Tinsel in 504 foot reel

Allows tinsel to be conveniently stored close to production machinery. Provides a continuous length for applications that require long lengths.

**REEL SPECIFICATIONS:** Each reel contains 504 ft. (165 meters) of tinsel.

**DIMENSIONS:**
Reel: 9.5” (W) x 9.75” (H)
Box: 10.25” (W) x 10.5” (H)

**WEIGHT:** 3 lbs / (1.3608 Kg.)